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DEGENERATE ELLIPTIC OPERATORS AS REGULARIZERS

R. N. PEDERSON

Abstract. The spaces %mk, introduced in the Nehari Volume of Journal d'Analyse

Mathématique, for nonnegative integer values of m and arbitrary real values of k are

extended to negative values of m. The extension is consistent with the equivalence

llf;"l|m.* ~ ll«IL.*->. the inequality \\Dau\\mk « const||«||m+|a|iA+w, and the gener-

alized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality | (u. u)|< ||M|L,*||ü||.m_t- (Here (u, v) is the L2

scalar product.) There exists a second order degenerate elliptic operator which maps

^■m.k '"' onto ^m-2.A- These facts are used to simplify proof of regularity theorems

for elliptic and hyperbolic problems and to give new results concerning growth rates

at the boundary for the coefficients of the operator and the forcing function. (See

Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 28 (1981), 226.)

1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to show how the equivalent norms

for the Sobolev spaces introduced by the author in [11] can be used in conjunction

with a special class of degenerate second order elliptic operators to study the

regularity of solutions of other differential equations. We shall assume throughout

the present paper that ß is a compact domain of class QJ,j > 1. As in [11] we use the

fact that there exists a function f G ß-'(ß) such that

(1.1) £>0,   xEQ,   f = 0,   gradf^O,   x E 30.

and that when m </ the completion %™ of C™(ß) for any real k under the norm

(1.2) W\\2m,k=   2   f ^kx(D"U(x))2 dx
|o|«Sm   ö

is the same as the completion of the (2°° functions for which the norm (1.2) is finite.

From this point on we shall assume that ß is a domain of class GJ,j > 2, and that

(62jk(x)) is a real positive definite second order covariant tensor of class QJ and

inverse (S,Jk(x)) and a = det(<£,..), and shall regard ß as a Riemannian manifold

with metric tensor (&jk). For a function J satisfying (1.1) we shall study the

degenerate elliptic operator

(1.3) EKU=--^^2MJk^- + KU,       K>0.
\Ja  oxj axk

If we write EKU in the form

(1.4) EKU= -II J-£Ä7* 9« _ TS-^&^p- + Ku,
l/a  dxj dxk dxJ       °xk
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the first term on the right is a scalar multiple of the Laplace-Beltrami operator

corresponding to the metric i&Jk). Under a change of coordinates x -> y, the second

term on the right transforms by the rule

and, since &Jk is a contra variant tensor, it follows that the operator EK is invariantly

defined although this fact is a convenience for our proofs and not a necessity.

Since the operator (1.3) is completely degenerate on the boundary, we have

uniqueness of classical solutions of

(1.6) EKu=fEe°°(Q)

with no boundary conditions at all. One would therefore expect that solutions of a

differential equation

(1.7) Pu=fEe°°,

which are unique under the boundary condition

(1.8) 73m = 0,       xEdti,

would also be the unique solution of

(1.9) E*KPu = EvKf,       Bu = 0,       xG3ß.

Equation (1.9), being of higher order at interior points of ß, should then possess

more regularity a priori than those of (1.7)—(1.8). The above statements are, of

course, meaningless in the absence of a characterization of the solution spaces. It is

to this study that the present paper is addressed. The introduction of the degenerate

elliptic operator (1.3) is motivated by Friedrichs' Clipped Laplacian [3]. The intro-

duction of the spaces %m k, together with the equivalence of %mm and the classical

Sobolev space %m, proved by the author in [11], makes possible more systematic use.

In particular, our theorems of §5 show that, although solutions of EKu = f E Gq do

not necessarily vanish on the boundary, for K sufficiently large they do vanish to

any preassigned order. Moreover, if the boundary is sufficiently smooth, the same is

true of derivatives of solutions. Hence, solutions of EKu =/G 6" can be used as

test functions.

2. The Lax duality lemma. The standard theorems on negative norm spaces do not

apply directly to the norm ||i/||miA. The following theorem shows that the original

construction of Lax [6] applies to a wide class of Hilbert spaces other than the

classical Sobolev spaces.

Theorem 2.1. Let % be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( , ), V a

complex vector space and ( , > a bilinear form from %X V to the complex numbers

such that

(2.1) for each v E V, (•, v) is a bounded linear functional on %,

(2.2) if(u,v)=0for all uE%, then v = 0,

and

(2.3) if(u, v)= 0 for all v E V, then u = 0.
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Then there exists a Hilbert space %~D V which is isometrically isomorphic to % and

an extension (( , >) of ( , )to OCX %~ such that the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality

(2.4) l««,o»|<||«||||o|r,        uE%,vE%-,

is valid. The norms \\\\ and \\\\~ bear the reciprocal relations

(2.5) IM|-=sup  l<(,"',")),       VEX',

and

(2.6) INI = sup  l(^;.!)),       uE%.

Proof. As a consequence of (2.1) for each v E V, there exists a Tv E % such that

(2.7) (u,v)=iu,Tv).

T is evidently a linear operator. Define

(2-8) N|-= sup i\-irA
u£% ll"ll

It follows from (2.7) and (2.8) that

(2.9) \v\'=\\Tv\\;

hence the mapping T is an isometry. It follows from (2.2) that || ||" is positive. The

polarization identity for ||ü||" follows from (2.7) and (2.8). Hence U is a pre-Hilbert

space with the inner product (, )" induced by || ||".

We now define %' to be the completion of V with respect to ||o||"; hence V is

dense in %~. Since (2.3) implies that TV = %, it follows that

(2.10) N|=supííp_£>í,
veu     '\v'\

which in turn implies the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on % X V,

(2.11) l<«.«)l<IMINr,        uE%,vEV.

By the Metric Completion Theorem, %~ is a set of equivalence classes {«„} of

Cauchy sequences in V. Hence, we may define the extension « , >> by

(2.12) (<«,{H,}»=  Mm <«,«;>.
«-•00

The limit (2.12) exists since, by (2.11),

\(u,v„)- <«,t)m>|<||ii||||»I,-ij|fl|r-»0   asm,n^ oo.

That the hmit is unique independently of the representative of the equivalence class

follows from standard arguments. It follows from (2.9) that T has an extension

which is 1-1 and onto. Hence % and %' are isometrically isomorphic. This

completes the proof.
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By interchanging the roles of % and %' we see that there exists an isometric

isomorphism S of % onto % ' such that

iSu,v) = ((u, u)) = (u, Tv)

for all m G OC, v G %~. In particular, this allows us to represent linear functions on

either %~ or OC in terms of the bilinear form (( , )). When no serious confusion can

result, we shall identify ( , ) with its extension.

3. The Lax duals of the spaces %m k. The norms

(3.1) W\2m,k =    2   j^-k>\D"uix)\2dx
|«|«;m     ß

were defined in [11] for m a nonnegative integer and k an arbitrary real number.

They were shown to have the same completion for the Gx functions with finite norm

as for the Gx functions. If we define the completion of Gx(&), with respect to

||w||„, k, to be %m k(ti), the results of §2, relative to the bilinear form

(3.2) <",?>= fu(x)tp(x)dx,       uE%mk,<pEß%,
Jti

yield the Lax dual space %m k with inner product induced by the norm

(3-3) ll«IL.* =     sup     —-,
<pGe^(í2)   liviu,*

the reciprocal relation

f*A\ \(<p,«)\ l(y.«)l
(3-4) «»,*=    SUP      ,,   n-      =   sup   ———,

<pe3C-.t    \m\m.k «peg?    IMIm.*

and the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

(3.5) l<«,9>l<INL.*ll9ll«.t,        "^^m.k^^^m.k-

We shall show in this section that it makes sense to interpret 0C~ k as %_„, _k. This

interpretation is a consequence of the following useful equivalences and inequalities.

Theorem 3.1. If m is a nonnegative real number and k is an arbitrary real number,

then, for any realj,

(3-6) llf7«IL.*~IML.*-y

and if D represents a generic first derivative, then

(3-7) ll¿fclL.*<ll«IL+i.*+i.

Proof. It follows from Leibniz's rule that

(3.8) D"{¡Ju)=   2  (ß)D°-VDfiu.
ß*Za

Since there exists a constant Gj   such that
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it follows that there exists a constant Dm . such that, for | a |< m,

(3.9) D'(SJu)\<DmJ 2  ?°'+w_W)|X>^«|.

It follows by substituting (3.9) into (3.1) that

(3.10) BJu\\i,k < const||«||mi;t_y..

The equivalence (3.6) is established by replacing u by Ç~ju in (3.10) and then

applying (3.10) with/ replaced by -j and k replaced by k — j. The inequality (3.7)

follows immediately by substituting Du for u in (3.1).

We next show that Theorem 3.1 can be consistently extended to negative norms

IMIm.*-

Theorem 3.2. If m is a nonnegative integer and k a real number then, for any realj,

(3.11) \\!Ju\\-m,k~\\«\rm,k+J-

Proof. We first observe that if ^ is a fixed function in G°°(ß) which does not

vanish at interior points of ß, then (3.3) may be replaced by

(3I2) WL-'\ÏS.1AÏU7-
It follows from (3.3) that

(3.13) ir«||m,*=     sup sup ; '     .
vee0»(ß)     IMU* <pee0-(fi) IIÍ TS»IL,*

Hence, by (3.12),

(3.14) llf7"IU*=     sup     ——-.
•pee^ß) Hi    <Pllm,*

It now follows from (3.6) and (3.14) that (3.11) is valid.

We are now in a position to define %'mk to be equal to 0C_m _k, and to retain the

validity of (3.6) for negative integers m.

Theorem 3.3. The definition

(3 15) INI™.* = IMI-*.-*

is consistent with the validity of (3.6) for negative m.

Proof. The notation (3.15) when applied to (3.11) gives

(3.16) KJ»\\-m.-k~\Mlm.-k.-t

which is just (3.6) with m and k replaced by their negatives.

The above theorem makes it possible also to extend (3.7) to negative values of m.

Theorem 3.4. The definition (3.15) is consistent with the validity ofi3.1)for negative

m.
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Proof. We first consider the case where m > 1. Then, by (3.3),

(3.17) 112*11;.*=   sup   ^-p^=   sup   IS        y".
^ee-   \m\m,k       <pee-    ll*Pll«,*

The generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (3.5) implies that

(3.18) K«,-D9>l<ll«IU-i.*-ill^PlL-i.*-i

<ll«IL-i,t-,IML.*
as a consequence of (3.7). It follows from (3.17) and (3.18) that

(3.19) iiih«ii;.*<ii«ii;-i.*-i-

The definition (3.15) applied to (3.19) now gives

(3.20) lli>«ll-M,-*<ll"lli-m..-*

when m ^ 1. But (3.20) is just (3.7) with m and k replaced by their negatives. When

m = 0, (3.15) gives

(3.21) l|2>"ll5,* = l|2>«|lo,-^ll"lli,i-*

as a consequence of (3.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.

At times it is convenient to have the following equivalent formulation of the norm

IMU-

Theorem 3.5. For K sufficiently large the norms ||m|L+2,* and \\EKu\\mk are

equivalent.

Proof. Consider first the case m = 0, k = 0. It follows from integration by parts

that, forMGß^ß),

32m       32«

'Q        '    -óx¡dxk   _„r

It was observed by Oleinik [9] and Mizohata [7] that

UA.¡UA.k     VA,¡VA.e |a| = 2

It now follows from (3.22), (3.23) and the interpolation inequalities that

(3.24) \\EKu\\0fi>\\u\\2fi.

The opposite inequality is trivial. Hence \\u\\20 and H-E*m||0,o are equivalent norms. It

follows from Theorem 3.1 and (3.24) that ||«IL+2,* ~ H-E^-wlL,* when m>0. The

completion of the proof for m < 0 will be deferred to the end of §5.

We shall also find the following lemma useful.

Lemma 3.6. // u is a solution of EKu= f where u G OC20, and for some v > 0,

u E 0C, „,/G 0Co„, then u G 0C2„.

Proof. It follows from the equation that

(3.25) j(S + B)-2'\EKufdk= f(t + ey2-\f\2dx.

(3.22)     \\EKu\\l0 > f£4âuâke^¿- frcl^-dx - e||«||î,0 + K2\\u\\lfi.
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An application of Leibniz's formula then yields

(3.26) \\EK(S + e)""«||o,o < lltf + ^"'"'^Igrad «|||2,0

+iia+er~2f2«iio,o+iia+«)"7iio,o
It follows from (3.26) and Theorem 3.5 that

(3.27) Htt + e)-"M||2i0 « const{||tt + e^^grad u)\\0fi

+na + er~2f2«iio,o + iia+^r7iio,o}.
The hypothesis implies that we may replace e by zero on the right side of (3.23). The

proof then is a consequence of Fatou's Lemma.

4. Existence, uniqueness and regularity for solutions of the regularizing equation.

The weak formulation of the assertion that « is a weak solution of (1.6) is that

(4.1) f IfV^)^ +Kutp\fadx = ff<pdx
Jai ox  dx J •'ß

for all <p E C<f(ß). Since the left side of (4.1) defines an inner product for the space

OC, 0(ß) for any K > 0, it is an immediate consequence of the Riesz Representation

Theorem that for each/G 0C_,iO(ß) there exists a unique solution u G OC10(ß) of

(4.1). We shall prove in this section the following regularity theorem.

Theorem 4.1. 7/ß is a compact domain whose boundary is of class Ck, alJ E Ck,

A: s* 1, and /G OC^_20(ß), then (4.1) has a unique solution u E 0C*o(ß) for each

positive k.

Proof. We first use a bootstrap argument to prove that /G 0Coo, u E OC10,

implies that u E %2fl(Q). Let h E CX(R) with h(t) = 0 for t < 1 and h(t) = 1 for

/ > 2. Let A+ denote a difference quotient with respect to an arbitrary increment

and A" the corresponding backward difference. The function h(nÇ)u then has

compact support in ß and, since the normal derivative of f is nonzero on 3ß, we

may, for any n, choose an increment such that

A-A+f2M«0«

is defined and has compact support in ß. Since (4.1) extends immediately to

tp G OC, 0(ß) we may use, as a test function,

(4.2; m = /I(/If)A-A+?2Ä(«f)«.

After substituting (4.2) into (4.1) and integrating and differencing by parts we obtain

(4.3)    f^Jk^(A+h(n^2u)-^-A+(h(n^2u)dx
J *

= /A+ {^a'-*£^ [«£*'(/.£) + 2AÍX)]«} 3^(A(»fK2«)dx

+ f(Ku-f)A-A+{h(nX)S2u){a~dx.
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It follows, from the classical inequality

(4.4) H^olL^llgradoH^

for v with compact support in ß and the positive definiteness of ajh, that

(4.5) ||gradA+M«fK2"llz.2

< C{\\Ku -f\\Ll + sup\n2t2h"(n¡;) + «M"f)lll"ll.,o}-

Since, for/ > 1, hU)(n$) = 0 where «f > 2, we may substitute the bound «f < 2 and

deduce, as a consequence of the facts that wGOC10,/gOC00, that the left side of

(4.5) is uniformly bounded in n. Since a strongly bounded sequence has a weakly

convergent subsequence, it follows that each first derivative of f2w has a weak

derivative in the direction corresponding to A+ . By applying this argument to each

of the coordinate directions and using the fact that weak derivatives are strong we

find that f2w has strong second derivatives. This, together with the fact that

m G OC10, implies that u E%2Q. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 when

k = 2. The case k > 2 follows from the special case by using ÇkDk<p as a test

function. The following lemma provides the induction step.

Lemma 4.2. IfuE%20 is a weak solution of (1.6) withfE %xo, then there exists a

function g E %0 0 such that Ç Du is a weak solution of ( 1.6) with f replaced by g and

hence u E %3S).

Proof. Choose as test function in (4.1) the function fD<p and integrate by parts to

obtain

(4.6) f    aij—:£Dqp— + KÇ Dtp {adx= [g<p{adx
J-$\_      Qx' dxJ J •'ndx'       dxj

where g is a linear combination with bounded coefficients of

(4.7) S'D'f,       |i|<l    and   Ç'D'u,       |i|<2;

hence g E %00. It follows from the special case that f Du G %00 and, since D is an

arbitrary first derivative, u G 0C3O.

Successive applications of Lemma 4.2 show that if u E %2 0 is a weak solution of

(1.6) with/G yC„-X0, then f ~xDv~xu is a weak solution of (1.6) for some g G 0Coo.

It follows that u E 0C„+, 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

5. Behavior at the boundary of solutions of EK u = f. In this section we shall prove

that when / is a test function and K is sufficiently large, the solution of EKu = fis

also a test function. Up to this point our use of the Laplace-Beltrami operator has

been only formal. We now assume that k > 2 so that we have a unique solution of

the geodesic equation joining each pair of points which are sufficiently close

together. In particular, since ß is compact, there exists a 8 > 0 such that if the

distance from x to 3ß is less than 8 there is a unique boundary point which

minimizes the distance to x. For each / < 8 the set

(5.1) M,= [x: dist(x,5ß) = t)
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is a smooth (n — l)-dimensional manifold without boundary. We may use the

coordinates of M0 to parametrize Mt assigning to x E Mt the unique boundary point

which minimizes the geodesic distance to x. Thus, if (0, y2,...,y„) represent a local

coordinate system for M0 we may parametrize the set

(5.2) [xEMt,0*zt^8)

by it, y) where / represents the geodesic distance from M0. Since the geodesies are

orthogonal to M, we have, in (1.4), aXj = 0,j = 2,...,m, and a" = 1. The operator

Ek, therefore, is of the form

(5.3) EKu
-1   3   2r9w       1     3    2 ¡-     3w

Since k > 2, each of the second derivatives makes sense as an L2 strong derivative

when / > 0. It follows from standard theorems that

(5.4) / u2it,y)fady,    ju2{ady,     ¡[^fady
JM, JM, JM,\ öYi I

exist and are continuous function of t. By solving for uu in (5.4) and substituting in

(5.5) ( uuu{ady,
JM,

we may deduce, by integration by parts and (5.4), that (5.5) is also a continuous

function to t. It follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that

(5.6) v(t)=( [{t,y)ffady
JM,

is a class C2 for 0 < t < 8. After multiplying (5.4) by t2u/$2, using the identity

\(u2)„-u2,

integrating over Mt, and integrating by parts in the manifold Mt, we find that the

function v defined by (5.6) satisfies

2 2

(5.7) -^v„ + k( t2^-{a~dy = (
1        jm, r jm,

-t2ig,radauf +t—fu \jady

L'M,

My,t)
■u,u \jady

where A is a bounded function. There exists a constant b > 0 such that

(5.8) l/b<t/$<b.

Hence, if we rewrite the left side of (5.7) as

(5.9) -Çv^ + ̂ furady + Kf^-^yfady
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and bring the third term on the right in (5.9) over to the right side of (5.7), we may

deduce that, for all sufficiently large K, u sastisfies an equation of the form

(5.10) -t\ + Av = F(t),       A = -f-,
2b

where Fis absolutely integrable on (0, 8) and has an upper bound

(5.11) Fit) < const [ \fit,y)?Ja~dy,

hence

(5.12) fSFit) dt < const f ¡fit, y)\2^dy.
J0 JM,

In particular, if / G Q° the right side of (5.12) is zero. We are thus led to the study

of positive solutions of (5.10). We shall show that if F is absolutely integrable and

has an upper bound which tends to zero sufficiently fast, then positive solutions also

tend to zero.

Theorem 5.1. Let v be a positive solution of (5.10) where

(5.13) fS\F(t)dt<x>    and    ¡&v(t) dt < cc.

Let v and p be the positive and negative roots of

(5.14) X(a-1)-A = 0

where A > 2 so that p < -Ylf, for some p > v,

(5.15) F(t)<ct"

then there exists const a such that

(5.16) v(t)<af.

Proof. For 8 > t > 0, the solution of (5.10) is

1        rS  t"     . . 1        estais)

iv-p)J, sp+x (v-\i)J,    su+x
bt"

where a and b are constants. After integrating both sides of (5.17) from t to 8 we

obtain

(5.18)

/ vit) dt = ——- H-—- - -,--,--r- / Fis) ds
J,   v '        v+l     n+1     (v+Y\(\i.+ Y\L   v/

^+1

u+1       iv+l)ip+l)

•sFJs)

('v- p)K s'i+x v+l[JT  äc+iu+ 1

Since v > 0, (t/s)"+1 < 1 when t < s < 8. This, together with (5.13), shows that all

of the terms, with the possible exception of the fourth on the right side of the

equality sign, are uniformly bounded for 0 < t < 8. Hence, we must have

(5.19) b = -^-JS^ds,
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the existence of the integral being insured by (5.10) and the fact that jtt < -1. After

putting (5.19) into (5.17) we find that

(5.20) v(t) = at' + ,    '    ,  (SJ^rF(s) ds +       l       f-^F(s) ds.

Since v + ¡i = 1, the proof follows by substituting the upper bound (5.15) into the

right side of (5.20). Note that if p = v one obtains only the bound v(t) <

const /"log l/t and if p < v the upper bound v(t) < const tp is valid. However, in

our application to degenerate elliptic equations we are able to obtain the upper

bound (5.11) only for sufficiently large values of K.

Theorem 5.2. Let il be a compact domain whose boundary is of class Ck, k>2, and

let EK be defined by (1.3) and satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Then, if u is a

solution of EKu = / G C(f(ß), then for \ a |< k — 2 the integrals

(5.21) f \D"uiy,t)\2{ady
JM,

can be made to vanish to any order as t -> 0 by taking K sufficiently large. Moreover, if

v has k — 1 strong derivatives in ß, then, for < k — 1,

(5.22) ¡ Dauv{a~dx = i-l)a(uD{c^vdx.

Proof. When k = 2, the proof follows from Theorem 5.1 and the fact that the

bound (5.11) is valid for sufficiently large K. When k > 2, the proof follows from

successive application of Lemma 4.2. The integration by parts formula (5.22) is a

consequence of the fact that (5.21) implies that the boundary integral, arising from

integration by parts, vanishes.

We have been unable to prove the vanishing of the integrals (5.21) when

a = k — 1 or k. The following theorem serves as a satisfactory substitute for our

purposes.

Theorem 5.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2, then for any p the integrals

(5.23) f* f-u{y,t" {adydt,       \a\= k - 1 or k,
J0 JM, t

can be made finite by taking K sufficiently large.

The proof if the estimates (5.21) when a < k — 2 depends on the fact that the

upper bound (5.11) is a consequence of the inequality

(5.24) Fit) = -[ i2(grad u)2{ady + Git)

where G is bounded by the right side of (5.11). Having obtained the bound (5.16) for

the nonnegative term v, we may put (5.24) into (5.20) to obtain

(5.25) f* f -t—\gradu\2Ja~dyds+('( -Ç-|grad u^{adydt < et"
Jt  JM,S"    ' J0JM,S>1    '
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for some positive constant c. By ignoring the second term on the left in (5.25) we

then obtain

(5-26) f8f^f{adyds<c
Ji   JM       t

for any t E [0, 8]. By letting (-0 we obtain the desired result when k = 2 and

| a \= 1. The case k = 2,\a\= 2, now follows from Lemma 3.6. The proof for general

k follows by using the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.2.

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 3.5. Consider first the

case m > 2. Then for tp E %m k,

(5-27) £*M—>.*>ñT^-
ll£*<PlL-2.A

since ||£a<pIL-2.a ana I"L.a are equivalent when k > 0. By Theorems 5.2 and 5.3,

for \p E Cx and K sufficiently large, 3<p G %m k such that EK<p = \p.

It follows from (5.27) that

(5.28) || f^iill ""k>'\WL  2.*

for each \p E Cx. Hence,

(5-29) I|£k«IU,a>NU,,2.a

when m is an integer > 2. When m = 1,

(5.30) „,„.,., »KÄHÜ

for each tp G %lk. By integrating by parts in the principal part of Ek and choosing a

sequence of <p's converging to u in 'K , k, we obtain

(5.31) l|£*«IU*>NI,.*.

Hence, (5.29) is valid for all positive integers m. The opposite inequality follows

from Theorem 3.2 and 3.3.

6. Application to the Dirichlet equation for strongly uniformly elliptic equations.

Let

(6.1) L=     2    D"an/iD

be a uniformly strongly elliptic operator of degree 2m in a domain ß which is

compact and of class C"+". The coefficient aaß with \a\+\ß\<2m is assumed to

satisfy

(6.2) |Z7X/x)|<My,a./3pW+W-^2"-+%       |Y|<F,

where p is the distance from x to the boundary of ß. The equivalence of the norms

Il "Il m m ana tne classical Sobolev w-norm proved in [11], together with the classical

treatment of the Dirichlet Problem, could be used to prove when v = 0 and Re X is

sufficiently large there exists a unique solution u E %m m of

(6.3) (L + \)u=f
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with generalized zero Dirichlet data for /G %_„,_„,■ This improves the classical

result by allowing both / and certain of the coefficients to grow at the boundary. The

conclusion that when/= %00 then u E %2m could not be deduced without relaxing

the singularities of the coefficients at the boundary. We shall prove in this section

that under condition (6.2) there is a unique solution u E %m+vm when (6.2) is

satisfied and/ G %_(„,_„,_„,, thus allowing the derivatives of order greater then m to

grow at the boundary.

Let us use the degenerate operator EK with a¡¡ = 8¡ , and consider the form

(6.4) Re JEpKL<pydx.

It follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that (6.4) may be written

(6.5) Rei-iyfi-iyiL + X)r<p~T9dx + ReK"(-l)"'/(L + X)cp ■ y dx

plus terms which, via the interpolation inequality, can be dominated by

(6-6) \\u\\2m^,m+v + \\u\\2m.

The Gârding inequality gives, for u E GxiQ,),

(6.7) Re(-ir/(-l)"(L + \)rV ■ J\dx > ||r<p|li+1,,m+„

and

(6.8) Re(-l)m f(L + X)tp^dx>\\tp\\mm

provided that Re X is sufficiently large. Since by Theorem 3.1,

lir<PlL + „.m + >.~ll(!!,IL+...m>

it follows from (6.5), (6.6), and the interpolation inequality that for fixed sufficiently

large Re X and all sufficiently large K that

(6-9) Re(E'kL<p<pdx>\\<p\\2m+^m

for all u E C0°°(ß). By the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (2.4) it follows

that

(6.10) Re / EkLtptp dx \EVkL<V\\-m-,,-m\\<V\\m+m — v ,-m\\T\\m+-v ,m'

Hence by (6.9) and (6.10),

(6.11) WkL<ñ-m-.,m<i.

Hence by (6.11) and (6.10), if/ G %v^m m the linear functional

(6.12) L*Eto^(E'kf,q>)

is bounded on a closed linear subspace of 3C_m_,,_m- It follows from the Hahn-

Banach Theorem that there exists auv E %m + vm such that

(6.13) {uv,L*E¡tp)={Elf,<p)
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for ail tp G C0°°(ß). For xp G C0°°(ß) we now take tp to be a solution of

(6.14) Ektp = yp.

As a consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, for K sufficiently large, tp E %m+v „, and

we may integrate by parts to deduce that

(6.15) (u2L*Erl^)= (Er1,*),       *eC0l!í),

that is, uv is a weak solution of

E'k-'lMt = EJT'f.

By induction, since for/ = 0 the solution is unique, we have w = uQ for/ = 0,1,...,p.

This completes the proof.

7. Application to the Cauchy Problem for strongly hyperbolic equations. In this

section we shall show how the degenerate elliptic operator EK can be used to obtain

existence, uniqueness and regularity for solutions with zero Cauchy data of an m th

degree strongly hyperbolic equation,

(7.1) P(D„Dx)u=     2     aka(t,x)DkDy=f(t,x),
k + \a\^m

defined for (t, x) in the strip 0 < / < 6\ x E Rn. We shall use the weighted norms

and shall exploit the fact that we can use weights which vanish to different orders on

the top and bottom of the strip. The notation

(7-2) IML,A„A2

means the norm (1.2) with k = kx along / = 0 and k = k2ont = 8. For example, we

could use the weight (8 — t)kltkl.

The condition of hyperbolicity is that the principal part Pm of P satisfies &m0 ¥= 0,

(7.3) Pm(t, x, r, 0 = âm0(t, x) u (t - Tj(t, x, 0)
7=1

where for | ¥= 0 and for all /, x the roots t, are real and distinct. Let us assume at

first that Pm has constant coefficients and consider the bilinear form

(7.4) Re/       (8 - t)2m-lPm(D„ Dx)uj- Pm(D„ Dx)udxdr
J0<t<8 OT

for « G C0°°{(0, 5] X Rn). After taking Fourier transforms with respect to the spatial

variables and applying the Parseval identity, we have

(7.5) Ref(8-t)2m-iPm(D„è)û(T,è)^Pm(D„Oû(T,è)dèdr.

Assuming, as we may, that 6Em0 = 1, it follows from (7.3) that (7.5) may be written

(7.6) 4 Re Í       (S~ t)2m~l 2 T-IM  didt
2        J0<t<8 j=x ÖT     J

where the L are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials
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After integrating the parts and using the fact that the Lagrange interpolation

polynomials span the polynomials of degree m - I, another application of the

Parseval identity shows that the expression (7.6) is bounded from below by

(7.8) const/"       (8-t)2(m~u    2     \Dau(t, x)\2 dxdt
J0<t<8 |a| = m-l

for all u E Cx[(0,8] XÍJ. The quantity (7.8) is the leading term in the norm

||"IL-i,m-i,o. Thus, to complete the proof of the a priori estimate in the case of

constant coefficients, we need an inequality on one-dimensional calculus,

,,9)     /;i^l„(,)p,^/;<^rl,,,,p,,
valid for b > 1, a > 0 and u E C and vanishing near zero. To prove (7.9), we write

(7.10) |u(/)|2 = 2Re f'u(s)u'(s)ds.

After multiplying both sides of (7.9) by (ô — t)2a/t2h and integrating from 0 to 8 we

interchange orders of integration to obtain

(7.11) íS^^\u(t)fdt<2f8fS^¿^dt\u(s)\\u'(s)ds.
J0 tlh J0 Js t   h

Since a > 0 and b > 1, it is easily verified that

s(8-t)2a i8-s)2a+]
-" const -(7.12) r^=

Js t 2b s2b~X

An application of the Schwarz inequality then shows the inequality (7.9) to be valid

for some constant. Since, by making a change of variable, we may assume that

8 = 1, the constant must have the indicated form. It follows from (7.4)-(7.9) that if

Pm is hyperbolic with constant coefficients, then

3P-
(7.13) Re/       (8-t)2m  lPmu-^-udxdt>C\\u\\2m_hm_xfl

for some positive constant C and all u E Co°°[(0, 8] X Rn].

Assume next that Pm has variable coefficients which are of class C and uniformly

continuous. It follows from Hörmander [4, Lemma 8.2.2, p. 189] that

Reí        i8-t)2m~lPmu^udxdt
7(W,.;ä or

(7.14)

-Re 1        (8-t) YmU—ru
/o<í<s 3t

32P„

3 .2

21

dxdt

plus a term bounded by

(7.15) C«IML-Iim-,,o,

the constant depending on the bound for the first derivatives of the coefficients. By

choosing a partition of unity 2<p2 with support sufficiently small relative to the
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modulus of continuity of the coefficients, we arrive at an expression with the right

side of (7.14) being a sum with u replaced by tpjU and coefficients frozen at a point in

the support of <pr This introduces another error which can be bounded by (7.15). By

using (7.14) in reverse and applying the inequality (7.15) for constant coefficients,

one then arrives at the inequality (7.13) with Pm having variable coefficients and

perturbed by an expression of the form (7.15). Hence for 8 sufficiently small, the

inequality (7.13) is valid for operators with variable coefficients having the indicated

regularity.

The presence of the negative powers of t in the coefficients of the derivatives of

order less than 2(m — 1) in the norm ||«IL-i,m_i,o allows us to improve the classical

result by allowing singularities in the lower order coefficients.

Theorem 7.1. Let P be hyperbolic of degree m with respect to the direction

(1,0,...,0) in the strip (0, 8) X R„. If the coefficients of the principal part Pm are

uniformly continuous and have uniformly bounded derivatives and if the lower order

coefficients tfA a in (7.1) satisfy, for some e > 0,

(7.16) |tf,,J<MJ«r,        p = m-k-\a\-e,

then for sufficiently small 8 and all u E Co°°[(0, 8] X R„] we have

c)P
(7.17) Reí        (8-t)2m~XPu^udxdt>C\\u\\2n l.m-1.0-

0<f<S

and if P*is the formal adjoint ofP

c)P
(7.18) Reí        t2m-xP*u-^-udxdt>C\\u\\m_Um_u0

J0<i<8 dT

for all u G C¿°{[0, 5) X R,,}.

Inequality (7.17) was proved preceding its statement, and (7.18) follows by

replacing t by 8 — t and requiring that u vanish near the top of the strip.

In order to study regularity, we shall use the degenerate operator

(7.19) EK=-^2jt-a2^x + Ku

where f = t(8 — t). The proof will be a consequence of Gárding's inequality by

virtue of the positivity of a quadratic form given by the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2. Let P(t) = U"'=x(t — t) be a polynomial of degree m with only real

roots and let A(r) = t2 + a2. Then for all sufficiently large a, the form

(7.20) (A'PyP' - AVPP"

is positive.

Proof. By direct computation one finds that the expression (7.20) is equal to

'"   (2v + 1)t2 - 2vT¡T + a2

(7.21) E"P2 2-;-
jt       (t-T/)2(t2 + «2)

from which the result follows immediately.
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Now let Ek be the degenerate elliptic operator based on the quadratic form

(7.22) T2 + a2|£|2

where a is so large that the form (7.20) is positive definite. Another application of

Hörmander [4, Lemma 8.2.2, p. 189] gives

(7.23)

2Re(       i8-t)2m-\-\y[—,+a2ä\ Pmu^udxdt
Ax,<8 \ dt2 J    m    3t

= (2m - l)Re f       (8 - t)2"'-2 UA'Pju^fu - A*Pmu
J0<l<s ÓT dr

3p„      ..._   rp

c)t
2

u dx dt.

It follows from Lemma 7.2, (7.4) and Gârding's inequality that the right side of

(7.23) is bounded from below by

llMIL + »-l.m-1.0

for all u E Co°°[(0, 5) X R„] and hence for u E C°°[(0, 8] X Rn] by the equivalence

theorem proved in [11]. By replacing u by f "u in (7.23), choosing 8 sufficiently small

and K sufficiently large, we find that

Re/       (8-t)2m'iEpKuPu^f-dxdt>e\\u\\2m+v_Xm_xfi

provided that the coefficients of P satisfy the additional regularity condition

(7.24) \D%,J^Mkaßr»,       p = m-k-\a\+\ß\-e,

when |/?|=£ v.

It now follows from (7.23) and the generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that

(7-25) \\»\\m+f-x.m-x.o<C\\ElPu\\_vfí,-m

for all u E Cx[(0, 8] X R,,]. Similarly,

(7-26) IML+,-i,o.™-i < C\\P*E"k<P\U-mfi

for all tp E CHÍAS) X RJ.

It follows from (7.26) and the Hahn-Banach Theorem that when/ G OC, +„_m 0 ,_m

the map

(7.27) P*E'K<p^(E'kf,<p),       q>GQ[[0,S)XRa],

is expressible as

(7.28) (u„,P*EpKtp)=(E'Kf,cp)

for some u„ = 0C„ m0. Since for \p E Cx we may always, by taking K sufficiently

large, find a test function tp such that Ektp = \p, it follows by induction that

(7.29) (ur,P*E¿ip)=(E¿f,t),      y = 0,1,...,f,

for all i> E C0°°[[0, 8] X Rn]. That is, w„ is a weak solution in %vmfi of

(7.30) E'KPu = Elf
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for each/ = 0,1,... ,v. If v = m, we may invoke (7.26) to deduce that u0 is unique.

But, since w„ G 0COT m 0 is also a solution, we must have w0 G %m m 0. Hence, we have

proved the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3. If P satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and (7.24) with v = m + r,

then for f E 0Cr+, 0 , _m there exists a unique solution u E %m+r m0of the zero Cauchy

data problem for Pu = f.

8. Improved estimates at the boundary. The results of the two preceding sections

improve the corresponding classical interior regularity results by allowing the

coefficients and their derivatives to grow at the boundary. The norm used in §7

precisely characterizes the notion of generalized zero Cauchy data. The hypothesis is

best possible for a norm which failed to distinguish between time and spatial

derivatives. However, if we distinguish the roles of the time and spatial derivatives,

we find that we have postulated one more time derivative of the forcing function

than necessary, see Hörmander [4]. This defect could be taken care of by introduc-

ing, in place of EK, a degenerate operator depending only on the spatial derivatives.

For the Dirichlet Problem for elliptic equations, since the forcing term is allowed

to grow at the boundary which in turn allows sufficiently high order derivatives to

grow at the boundary, our theorems of §6 neither imply nor are implied by the

classical boundary solvability results in the spaces %r n %s. In this section we show

how modifications of the degenerate operator EK can be used to obtain more refined

results from which the classical estimates can be deduced.

In terms of the geodesic normal-tangent coordinate system described in §5, we

replace the operator EK in a neighborhood of the boundary by

/o ,\ j \    d   r~ 2du        1     3   /—  ,, 9«   .   ,,

{a  dt dt      f dY. ty

say for 0 < / < 8/2. By smoothening off t2 to 1 between 8/2 and 8, and defining AK

to be the ordinary Laplace-Beltrami operator when t s* 8, we may assume that AK is

globally defined. We denote by ßs the set of points whose distance from the

boundary is less than 8 and define

(8-2)    |||«HIL=     1     Í t2^k)\D/Dy\2fdydt+   I   f      \D"u\2dx.
yx\+j*im   ns \a\"Zm   ß~ßs

Since we have used £ = t, the geodesic distance from the boundary, it is easily

proved as in [11] that the completion of the Cx functions is the same as the C°°

functions with finite norm. Note, however, that for a f which depends on both t and

y, the theorem would, in general, be false for the norm (8.2).

The question of the extent to which the highest order terms characterize the norm

(8.2) is answered by the following lemma.

Lemma 8.1. If either

(8.3) a > 1/2   and   u E C<j(0, t0]
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or

(8.4) a<l/2   and   h G C<J[0, t0),

then

(8.5) f'Y*'\u(t)\dt<        4        f°t2^\u'(t)\2dt.
Jo (2a-l)Jo

In particular, if a ^ 1/2 and u E C0'(i, t0) then (1.5) is valid.

Proof. The inequality (8.5) was proved under condition (8.3) in [11]. To prove it

under condition (8.4), write

(8.6) l"(0|2 = "2Re f'°u(s)ux(s)ds

and proceed as in [11]. That it is impossible to find a constant C > 0 such that

(8.7) f V |u(t) \2dt^C f'°t\u'(t) |2 dt, u E C0'(0, i0)
■'o •'o

is seen by choosing u = ta(l — t), computing the Rayleigh quotient corresponding

to (8.7) and then letting a -» 0. As a consequence of Lemma 8.1 we have the

following lemma.

Lemma 8.2. Ifm^k, then the contribution to the norm (8.2) from the boundary strip

0 =s t < 8 is dominated by its highest order terms. If k^* m and k =£ 1/2 (mod 1) then

the contribution to the norm (8.2) from the boundary strip 0 < f < S z's bounded by its

highest order terms plus

(8.8) const/" \uf{a~dydt.
J8/2*st<8

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. To prove the second we choose x G C°°[Ä,]

with x = 1, 0 < t < 8/2 and x = 0 for / s* 8. The proof then follows by writing

(8.9) u = x« + (l-x)"

and applying Lemma 8.1 and the standard interpolation inequalities.

The proofs in §§3-5 go through without change if the operator EK is replaced by

AK and the double bar norms are replaced by the corresponding triple bar norms.

The a priori inequalities of §§6 and 7 require slightly more delicate analysis since the

normal and tangential derivatives are weighted differently. If one separates the terms

in [AK]P into purely normal, purely tangential and mixed derivatives, the positivity

of the terms in A"KP resulting from the purely normal and purely tangential

derivatives in bilinear forms (6.5), (7.23) can be shown to be positive as a conse-

quence of the a priori inequalities corresponding to the case v = 0.

The mixed derivatives can be dominated by the above derivatives if the spacial

part of AK is multiplied by a sufficiently large constant.

Let us denote by %'m k the completion of Cx(ü) under the norm |||m|IL,*. We then

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 8.3. Under the hypothesis of §6, if f E %'v-m_m there exists a unique

solution u of (L + X)u = f with u E %'m+„ m.
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The above theorem is precisely the theorem on regularity to the boundary of

tangential derivatives, see Browder [1] and Nirenberg [8]. The proof of strong

differentiability to the boundary then takes the following form.

Theorem 8.4. // the hypothesis of Theorem 8.3 is replaced by f E %'„-„, „_„, then u

has strong derivatives to the boundary up to order m + v.

Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 are both special cases of Theorem 9.1.

9. Normal derivatives at the boundary. Since Theorem 8.3 postulates t"'f E L2, in

contrast to the assumption/ G L2 used in the classical results, the conclusion cannot

be improved without restricting the boundary behavior of/. In this section we shall

show that replacing the assumption /"'/ G L2 by t"'~>if G L2, we may conclude that

the derivatives D/D"u,j > m,j + \a\s* m satisfy

(9.1) tj~<i~mD,jDJxu E L2.

Let us introduce the weighted norm

[«£«+,.= I        ft2<J->-"')\DliDy\2dtdx

(9.2)

+     2     f\Dau\2dxdt.
\a\^m + pi

Denote by %r m+  the completion of Cx functions under the norm (9.2).

We then obtain the following generalization of Theorems 8.3 and 8.4.

Theorem 9.1. //, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 8.3, / G 0C¿_m ,, for

some integer p,0 < ju < v, then (L + X)u = f has a unique solution u E %'m+y „, H

m — v.m + ji'

Proof. Since we are assuming that /x and v are integers we may apply Theorem 8.3

without violating the exceptional case of \. Since %'v-m»-m E 0C¿_„, _„, we may

deduce, from Theorem 8.3, the existence of a solution u G 0C¿1+„ m. Let us now

rewrite the operator L in the form

(9.3) Lu = D,mMu + L'u

where M is a differential operator of order m and L' is a differential operator of

order 2m with no terms containing more than m differentiations in the normal

direction. The hypothesis that/G %'_m_m already implies that L'u E%\_mX_mso

the strengthened hypothesis/G %'v_mX_m implies that/— L'u G 0C„_m ,_m. Hence

(9-4) DrMuE%v_mA_m.

It follows that

(9.5) MuE%vX.

We may now use Theorem 8.3 to interpolate between %v_mX_m and %vX and

deduce that

(9-6) D/MuE%]+J_mJ+J_m

for/ = 0,1,.. .,m.
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The ellipticity of L implies that the coefficient of D,"' in Mu is nonzero. Hence, we

may prove by finite induction that

(9.7) ft2(m+x-j)\Dtm+]u\2dxdt< oo

for/ = 0,1,...,j\

This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1 for the case p = 1. The proof for

2 < /x < v follows by induction.
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